Organic electrochemical transistors offer powerful functionalities for biosensors and neuroinspired electronics, with still much to understand on the time-dependent behavior of this electrochemical device. Here, we report on distributed-element modeling of the impedance of such micro-fabricated device, systematically performed under a large concentration variation for KCl (aq) and CaCl 2(aq) . We propose a new model which takes into account three main deviations to ideality, that were systematically observed, caused by both the materials and the device complexity, over large frequency range (1 Hz to 1 MHz). More than introducing more freedom degree, the introduction of these non-redundant parameters and the study of their behaviors as function of the electrolyte concentration and applied voltage give a more detailed picture of the OECT working principles. This optimized model can be further useful for improving OECT performances in many applications (e.g. biosensors, neuro-inspired devices,…) and circuit simulations.
Introduction
Organic electrochemical transistors (OECTs) are a class of iono-electronic devices that are demonstrating growing promises for both sensing and also for emulating neural activity. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] The specific operating principle of this conducting-polymer based device makes it particularly sensitive to ions from an interfacing electrolyte medium, [6] and transduces this sensitivity to a transient electrical response, which can mimic neurons. [7, 8] This growing interest prompts a better understanding of the transient behavior of these devices over the largest frequency range. Impedance spectroscopy studies on poly (3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) :poly(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) based OECTs have revealed two distinctive operation regimes for the device: [9] a low frequency regime at which the electrical properties are dominated by the conductance of the conducting polymer, and a higher frequency regime (typically for frequency "f" above 1 to 10 kHz) at which the device response is rather limited by the conductance of the gating electrolyte. It was shown that both frequency regimes involve two different ion-dependent physical processes and that each process can be dominant at two distinctive frequencies. More importantly, the nature of the cation has a specific effect on the impedance spectra with distinctive contributions on each of the two different frequency regimes. Consequently, the OECT can be used as a bi-parametric ion sensor, with both low and high frequency responses providing the necessary information to detect cations in a selective way. [9] Simple models have been used to simulate the frequency and transient response of OECT, based on a "1R1C" model (one resistor, one capacitor), [10] or a "2R1C" model (composed of two resistors and a capacitor), [9, 11] considering a geometric capacitor characteristic of the electrolyte gate coupling, one resistor characteristic of the ion-dependent conduction through the polymer, and one resistor characteristic of the ion-dependent conductivity of the electrolyte. However these elementary models are not able to catch non-idealities that can be systematically identified on the impedance spectra, particularly at frequencies "f" above 100 kHz for low ionic concentrations. Indeed, experimental observations of concentration-dependent negative phase change in the impedance behavior suggests an inductive contribution to the device impedance under this regime, which is quantitatively ruled by the ionic low concentration. [9] Here, motivated by the understanding of such non-idealities, we report on the modeling of OECTs by an optimized equivalent circuit model taking into account the whole frequency dependency of the device impedance from 1 Hz to 1 MHz and harmonized for the largest ionic concentration range (10 -4 -1 M) and various chemical nature of the ions. We also discuss the physical interpretation of the newly introduced circuit elements and on their contribution in the ion sensing of the device impedance. We quantitatively correlate the different electrolytes and voltage conditions with the individual circuit elements of our OECT model, which takes into account the practical non-idealities to the 2R1C model. These correlations evidence the local effect of cations at multiple levels in the OECT architecture responsible for the specific effects on the impedance at different frequency regimes, unravelling its multi-parametric ion sensitivity for high-dimensional ion-sensing.
Experimental results
Elementary circuit modeling is often a powerful mean to picture the electronic processes involved in a sophisticated device architecture. Therefore, the most representative fitting to the experimental device impedance leads to an optimal interpretation of the electronic-charge related mechanisms occurring upon its transient operation. On this matter, OECTs are particularly challenging platforms for many aspects. First, the active material is a conductive polymers: versatile with both molecular aspects (chemically specific) and material ones (morphology, crystallinity) ruling their electronic properties. Second, the transistor architecture is a three-electrode configuration where the numerous interfaces increase the model complexity. Third, the specific electrolyte-gating in OECTs occurring in the bulk of the organic material and involving ions (as charge carriers and matter) are driven by multiple processes, which cannot accurately be modelled by discrete ideal Ohmic resistors and electrostatic capacitors. Up to now, RC models supported a qualitative representation of the device functioning, up to the exploitation of the OECT as a bi-parametric ion sensor. Nevertheless, many non-idealities in the impedance data to the proposed model, covering broad ranges of frequencies, attracted our attentions. To identify them precisely, we studied under different conditions the deviation from ideality of the impedance data for the OECTs in the Bode and Nyquist plots, considering as a starting point the proposed 2R1C model (or "R|(R+C)") as a parallel circuit of one resistor with a serial resistor and capacitor (see Figures S1-S3 for all Nyquist representations).
Bode and phase plots of the OECT exposed in the different electrolytes, as well as fabrication details, have been published elsewhere. [9] The OECT has a concentric source-drain geometry with an inner Pt-drain electrode radius of 50 μm and channel length of 20 μm with an annular outer Pt-source electrode wide of 10 μm. The choice for these dimensions has been based on the will to realize micrometric OECT devices while maximizing both low and high frequency impedance modulations. [9] Both electrodes are covered with a 16±5 nm thick PEDOT:PSS layer, with an Ag-wire used as a gate.
To perform the bipolar impedimetric characterization, we characterized the OECT with the grounded gate, the signal, polarized at V DC +V a *sin(2πf(t)*t), at the drain electrode (V a = 50mV and V DC the direct component of the voltage) and the source pull-down to the ground with a shielded resistive load. Previous studies have shown that such a circuit configuration for the impedimetric study of an OECT dynamics allows the dual stimulation required for the transistor operation. [9] Ion charging promoted by the gate polarization and the hole drift promoted by the drain voltage can be simultaneously monitored at different frequencies in a single setup by the mean of a pull-down resistor. Using such a configuration involving a passive element instead of an external voltage generator offers the flexibility to modify voltage biases between source drain and gate without introducing further artefacts from the impedance of external active circuits. The inductive contribution (red) displaying a positive reactance in Nyquist, and a second RC discharge (blue) displaying a second semicircle in Nyquist. Color highlights from both graphs are representative of the same experiment data, in order to appreciate their concentrationdependent contributions in the frequency domain.
Upon small voltage biases (V DC = -50 mV), the impedance data displays two specific concentrationdependent behaviors at high frequency (Figure 1 ). On the Nyquist plots, a first deviation "D1" to the 2R1C-model ideality is visible as a second semicircle characteristic from a second RC transition, which appears at any concentration (though more pronounced above 4 mM) and for any salts (Figures S1).
The Bode representation shows that this feature affects a non-negligible part of the impedance spectrum for the high frequencies (typically above 1 to 100 kHz depending on the concentration). For the most diluted electrolytes (typically below 4 mM - Figure S1 ), the Nyquist plot displays a second deviation "D2" to the 2R1C-model ideality, characterized by a positive imaginary contribution, suggesting the presence of an inductor in the equivalent circuit model. This feature can also be identified on Bode phase plots (which have been published elsewhere) [9] by an increase of the impedance phase at low concentrations and high frequencies. The corresponding Bode representation of the impedance modulus shows that this impact is confined the high frequency range, typically above 100 kHz. For larger voltage biases (V DC = -550 mV), the PEDOT:PSS channel resistance contribution at low frequencies is enhanced compared to the expected plateau in a 2R1C model (Figure 2 ), which promotes non idealities related to the polymer dedoping ( Figure 2 ). On the Nyquist plots, the first semicircle shows a third deviation "D3" on the low frequency domain (high resistance values) characteristic of a slow dynamics at frequencies up to 1 kHz for 1 M CaCl 2(aq) .
According to the three deviations to the 2R1C-model ideality that have been identified on the whole frequency spectrum of the characterized electrolytes, the necessity to increase the equivalent model complexity by the introduction of three elemental circuits has been highlighted.
Model
Figure 3 -a) Original "2R1C" model previously proposed, [9, 11] From the previous analysis of the impedance spectrum over the whole range of frequency and the different electrolytic environments, one can conclude on the necessity to add the following elements to the original 2R1C model (displayed in figure 3a) : a resistor and a capacitor for the simulation of D1, an inductor for the simulation of D2 and a constant phase element for D3. In order to determine the most relevant position of these new elements within the optimized equivalent circuit, we identified their contribution domination at the specific frequency domains, considering the 2R1C equivalent circuit and the physical significance of the two resistors and one capacitor original elements (R 0 , R 1 and C 2 in figure 3b , where R 0 is the equivalent resistive contribution of the source-drain (SD) electronic conduction, R 1 is the equivalent resistive contribution of the gate-drain (GD) electrolytic conduction, and C 2 is equivalent capacitive contribution of the electrolyte/electronic coupling). At this stage, the introduction of the new terms is strictly based on the needs of flexibility to optimize the fits for all impedance data, reduced to the stringent number of elements to avoid redundant flexibility, and arranged in the unique way for fitting at best and evenly any frequency-dependent deviation for any electrolyte. This approach is comparable to the circuit deconstruction of an unknown system via signal processing by reverse-engineering. Therefore at this stage, no assumption based on the hypothetical physical significance of the newly introduced parameters are made to avoid biasing their interpretation in our analysis.
The first deviation D1 introduces a second semicircle on the Nyquist plot, which is translated on the Bode plot by a decrease of the impedance modulus at high frequency. This behavior characterizes a second capacitive coupling C 1 enabling a higher conduction through the system at a higher frequency. Noticing that the characteristic time of the second transition seems to increase with the decrease of the concentration (the blue transition shifting to lower frequencies in Figure1a), C 1 should be involved in a capacitive coupling shorting a resistor for which its resistance value increases with the decrease of the concentration. We can conclude that C 1 shorts the electrolytic GD path in parallel with R 1 (for which its value increases when decreasing the electrolyte concentration) rather than the electronic SD path in parallel with R 0 (for which its value decreases when decreasing the electrolyte concentration). Since the resistive component Re(Z) of the impedance at high frequencies after the second RC contribution does not converge to zero (Figure 1a ), one can conclude on the existence of a residual electrolytic resistance R 3 which is not shortened by C 1 (see sub-model 1, figure  3d ).
The second deviation D2 displays an inductive contribution by a positive reactance at high frequencies. Considering the fact that this positive reactance expresses only for devices with lowconcentration electrolytes, this behavior suggests an inductor to be involved on the electronic SD path in series with R 0 (for which the resistance decreases with the electrolyte dilution, such as to become smaller than the inductor's impedance L 0 ω) rather than on the electrolytic GD path (for which the resistance increases with the electrolyte dilution, see sub-model 2, figure 3e).
The third deviation D3 expresses an imperfect behavior (depressed semicircle) at low frequencies involving the non-ideal impedance of a constant phase element (CPE) in parallel with a resistor. The increase of its expression with the increase of the concentration ( Figure 2b ) suggests this element to be on the electrolytic GD path for which the impedance decreases with the increase of concentration (and therefore R 0 being the parallel resistive contribution for the depressed semicircle). Since the expression of this constant phase element occurs before the first RC impedance drop, it suggests the capacitance C 2 to be shortened by a resistor R 2 . To rigidify the model, we assumed this constant phase element to be a Warburg element for which the phase is fixed to 0.5 (the relevance of this element will be discussed later, see sub-model 3, figure 3c ).
To verify the validity of the revised equivalent circuit, the systematic fitting of the data with reduced optimized equivalent circuits have been made to appreciate the contribution of the individual added features on the observed deviations (see figure 3c-e). Also, we studied the influences of these new elements have on the R 0 , R 1 and C 2 contribution of the original 2R1C circuit in order to quantify their additive contribution to the original 2R1C model. Figure 3d shows Bode plots for KCl (aq) (V DC = -50 mV, experimental data from figure 1a),and the fits with the 2R1C model for concentration from 0.5 mM to 1 M, as well as fits with the sub-model 1 (only non-ideality D1) for concentrations higher than 8 mM. The R 0 values are the same for both models (deviation below 10 -4 ): the added features have no influences for low frequencies since both models converge to R 0 . The sub-model 1 does not significantly modify the C 2 value (deviation below 3% of the fitted value for the 2R1C model), which is fixed by the frequency range between the two plateaus at low and high frequencies. The capacitance C 1 takes into account the beginning of the impedance decrease above 100 kHz, with C 1 being systematically 3-fold lower than C 2 . In the submodel 1, the R 1 value is increased by 50 to 70% of the original value obtained with the 2R1C model: one can observe on Figure 3d the deviation at high frequencies of the blue curves compared to the plateau of the 2R1C fitting for the corresponding data.
In Figure 3e and for KCl (aq) below 8 mM stimulated at V DC = -50 mV and although it particularly fits the phase increase at high frequencies, Sub-model 2 has a big impact on all three values since it does not take into account the main phase transition in the kHz range: R 0 is averaged between the fitted R 0 and R 1 value given by the 2R1C fitting while C 2 becomes characteristic from the MHz transition (with C 1 = 35±2 pF for L 0 = 29±5 μH). This shows that two independent capacitance are involved at high frequencies, with the necessity to add an inductive element for the MHz response at low concentrations.
On Figure 3c and for CaCl 2(aq) electrolyte at V DC = -550 mV (for which the low frequency impedance is particularly deviating from the 2R1C model), the sub-model 3 modifies all three values since the additional features are added for fitting high impedance modulus deviations and affects the whole frequency range as they are not in series with any frequency-dependent element: nor capacitor or inductor. R 0 fitted values are increased by 15 to 65% while R 1 fitted values are decreased by 10 to 35%, compared to the values of the 2R1C fittings (as expected according to the relative position of R 2 in parallel with R 0 and in series with R 1 ). Because of the phase dependency of the Warburg element, C 2 values substantially lowered from 13% up to 117% for the 1 M concentration, compared to the value of the corresponding 2R1C fittings.
Results and Discussion
Before attempting to correlate the eight elements of the optimized model to the physical properties of the OECT, we first consider the external circuit element related to our setup (see Figure S4 in supplementary materials). As described previously, [9] the addition of a load resistor of 1 kΩ at the source was necessary to promote a sufficient capacitive gate coupling at high frequency (the PEDOT:PSS being a highly doped polymer with conductivities up to the kS·cm -1 range, [12] one needs to balance the resistance of the electronic path with respect to the impedance of the electrolytic path). Additionally, contact lines of 46 Ω covered with Parylene C were necessary to contact the source and drain electrodes out of the electrolyte drop, in order to avoid capacitive coupling between the gate and the needle probes used to contact the source and the drain. Taking into account these constant resistive elements as part of the whole electrical circuit is perfectly compatible with our optimized model: R 0 is the resistive component of the electronic path's impedance, which embeds the resistance of both source and drain contact lines (2r) and the load (R load ), while R 3 is the only resistive contribution on the electrolytic path which is not in parallel to any capacitor and therefore shall embed the resistance of the drain contact line (r -see Figure S4 in supplementary materials for adapted equivalent circuits). In Figure 4 , we show the measured spectra of KCl (aq) solutions for a set of concentrations compared to the fit by the full equivalent model introduced in previous section to account for the three nonidealities. For fitting the data, we have used Trust Region Reflective algorithm as implemented in SciPy, [13, 14] constraining parameters in sensible ranges that are determined from simpler submodels. The reason is that full model has eight circuit parameters that are not trivial to determine for all concentrations/voltages since the second RC contribution, the inductive contribution, and the slow dynamics contribution are not visible in all experimental conditions. Our starting point is always 2R1C model for which it is easy to fit parameters for the data in the regions without non-idealities. Constraining these parameters, we move to fit parameters corresponding to different non-idealities present in the data. In some cases non-idealities are not visible in the data, e.g. there is no inductive contribution at concentrations of 6 mM and higher, and therefore, reliable fitting for the corresponding parameter cannot be performed. In these cases we have constrained value of the parameters by hand (e.g. we have chosen L 0 = 0 at concentrations of 6 mM and higher). In our setup, as the drain and the gate electrodes are directly polarized to, respectively, the signal and the ground, the DC component of the source electrode potential is set at an intermediate potential by a voltage divider between the drain potential, dropping through the channel resistance and the gate potential dropping through the load (Figure 5a ). Therefore as it directly controls source potential (and therefore indirectly setting the source-drain voltage), it is particularly important to control the resistance of the PEDOT:PSS material and its cation sensitivity which controls the ion accumulation profile over the OECT. Its resistance (R 0 -2r -R load ) increases with both the increase of the ion concentration and V DC (which controls the source-drain and gate-drain biases) from as few as 300 Ω up to the 10 kΩ range for 1 M-scale concentrated electrolytes (two orders of magnitude conductance modulation). Moreover, we observed the values not to be much sensitive to the nature of the electrolyte under low V DC bias, while R 0 appears to be more sensitive to calcium ions than to potassium ones at V DC = 550 mV (with a specific calcium over potassium resistance ratio of 2.9±0.1 for concentrations lower than 1.6·10 ̵ -2 M): at low concentrations, three K + (aq) affects the resistance as one Ca 2+ (aq) , showing that valency is not the single parameter. We also noticed that the trend for the resistance to increase with the concentration a slope much lower than one in the double logarithmic plot, which reveals that if neglecting hole injection and hole mobility dependency, the cation density increase in the electrolyte is not proportional to the decrease in hole density in the PEDOT:PSS. The strong coupling between the electronic properties at the bulk of the polymer and the electrolytic properties of the environment separating it from the gate is at the origin of the sensing mechanism for PEDOT:PSS. To support the p-doped conducting polymer reduction (removing holes) electrically induced by a negative voltage bias with respect to the gate potential, the electrolyte must provide mobile cations to satisfy locally the electro-neutrality in the material. The dedoping diminishes both hole transport and injection, due to PEDOT:PSS conductance decrease, as well as the contact resistance potentially associated to Schottky barriers, [15] which both additively contributes to the decrease of drain current of holes. Both effects are embedded in an equivalent resistor which increases in resistance with the increase of the electrolyte's ion concentration, which has been confirmed experimentally (Figure 5b) . From the dimensions of our device and assuming transport limitation with no contact resistance (current assumed to be injected from the side-walls of the electrodes), the lowest resistance leads to the highest conductivity σ 0 for PEDOT:PSS of 124 S·cm ̵ 1 which is an order of magnitude lower than the state-of-the art for a comparable compositions: [16] the possibility of partial contact limitation is therefore not excluded. To evaluate the impact of V DC on the operation of the transistor, the transfer characteristics of the device have been measured, (Figure 5c ) at voltage conditions corresponding to the PEDOT:PSS resistance (R 0 -2r -R load ) given by impedance spectroscopy (from Figure 5b) . For the respective resistance values of 400 Ω (V DC =-50 mV) and 4500 Ω (V DC =-550 mV) in a 0.1 M KCl (aq) electrolyte, the corresponding DC component of the voltage at the source equals -35.0 mV (70% of the signal at V DC =-50 mV) and -104.5 mV (19% of the signal at V DC =-550 mV) according to the voltage divider displayed in Figure 5a . The transfer characteristics confirm that these two voltage conditions induce different driving modes in the transistor. When the drain is polarized at -50 mV/V G with a -35.0 mV drift voltage between the source and the drain (red stars in Figures 5b,c) , the transistor is operated below the threshold voltage. While when the drain is polarized at -550 mV/V G with a -104.5 mV drift voltage between the source and the drain (blue stars in Figures 5b,c) , the transistor is operated in the quadratic regime of the transfer characteristic. Considering that both regimes induce different dedoping profiles in the PEDOT:PSS semiconductor above the electrodes but also across the channel, [10] this reveals the pertinence of probing the OECT impedance at these two voltages, in order to extract non-redundant ion-dependent signals out of the PEDOT:PSS resistance (R 0 -2r -R load ). Figure 6 -(a) Experimental setup and (b) emphasis on the potential difference between the drain, the gate and the one induced on the source electrode which introduces the second RC component observed in Figure 1 by the deviation D1 to the 2R1C model (c) Dependency of the fitted 1/(R 3 -r), 1/R 1 and C 1 values with the concentration (parameters were fitted to the data with the model in Figure 3b ).
The first deviation to the 2R1C model, characterized by the presence of R 3 and C 1 in the optimized equivalent circuit and its reduced form Model 1, shows the presence of a second RC transition at higher frequencies than the characteristic frequency of the drain-gate coupling in the kHz.
Depending on the resistance of the PEDOT:PSS compared to the resistance of the load, the source potential modulates the contribution of the drain electrode in the signal transmission through the electrolyte: acting either as an extended drain (in case the PEDOT is doped) or as an extended gate (in case the PEDOT is dedoped - Figure 6a) . Having distinctive potentials, the three electrodes are involved in three capacitive coupling through the electrolyte from which, the vicinity of the drain with the source induces the highest capacitance compared to the coupling of the gate wire with any of the source or the drain electrodes (Figure 6b) . The independent ion accumulation at both source and drain coupled electrodes (C 1 ) also induces a local ionic transport (R 1 ) in addition to the transport (R 3 -r) from the gate wire to the micro-fabricated OECT device.
In Figure 6c , one can notice that both R 1 and R 3 decrease with the concentration for both KCl (aq) and CaCl 2(aq) electrolytes at both -50 mV and -500 mV polarizations. These systematic decreases confirm the electrolytic nature of these resistors (for which the conductivity increases with the cation concentration) opposed the behavior of electronic ones (for which the conductivity decreases with the cation-supported polymer dedoping).
Also, we noticed that in all four conditions of electrolyte and voltage, the monotonicity of the concentration of these resistances seems more controlled for R 1 than for R 3 which might be explained by the lack of systematic experimental reproducibility for introducing the macro gate in the electrolyte droplet compared to the controlled distance between the lithographically patterned source and drain electrodes. For concentrations lower than 0.25 M, both resistances decrease with V DC . Surprisingly, the resistance R 3 does not seem highly cation dependent, while a cation dependency is confirmed for R 1 upon high V DC polarization and for concentrations below 0.25 M (with CaCl 2(aq) electrolytes being more conductive than KCl (aq) ones, confirming the ion drift mobility dependency). [9, 17] The dependency of R 1 with the concentration, confirming its electrolytic nature, also assesses the nature of its parallel C 1 to be a geometric capacitor rather than a double layer capacitor (rather associated to a charge-transfer resistance). C 1 does not show apparent cation dependency: At concentration below 10 -1 M, C 1 has low capacitance at the range from 30 to 110 pF with almost no dependence on the concentration. At higher concentrations, an increase of C 1 appears, which might be attributed to modification of the OECT potential profile caused by dedoping. Its DC voltage dependency could also be justified by the higher dedoping for PEDOT:PSS. From the analytical expression for the geometric capacitance for concentric coplanar sensors of Cheng and coworkers, [18] we estimated the contribution "C Pt " of the naked source and drain electrode to be only 0.15 pF: which is two orders of magnitude higher than the low concentration plateau we observed in figure 5c . This means that the polarization of PEDOT:PSS has a main contribution in this geometric capacitance C 1 through the electrolyte.
Overall, we can notice that although the usage of a large macro-gate wire made of a fast redoxcouple material promotes the drain-gate voltage drop through the resistive electrolyte and not at the gate electrodes interface, [19] there is a competitive local gating effect originating from the source and its difference of polarity with the drain. Being inherent to the OECT operation as a transistor to extract the PEDOT:PSS conductance, the competitive self-gating of the device shall be taken into account with a potential capacitive coupling originating from the source and drain electrodes vicinity. Such "local gating" effects through the electrolyte shall also arise in the case of OECT arrays, as shown by Gkoupidenis and coworkers, through the inter OECT communication at millimeters distances. [20] 4.2 The Second Deviation -The Inductive Contribution Figure 7 -Dependency of the fitted L 0 values with the concentration (parameters were fitted to the data with the model in Figure 3b ).
To justify the positive reactance observed at high frequencies, we introduced an inductor (L 0 ) as inductive element in our model. Trends in the induction behavior are monotonic and reproducible from one ion series to the other. Fitting converged with L 0 values at the order of 10-100 μH for both cation but exclusively for concentrations sufficiently low (typically below 3·10 -2 M, depending on the cation and V DC ), increasing with the decrease of the ion concentration (see also Figures S1-S3 in supplementary materials). As mentioned before at high concentrations, it is not possible to fit L 0 due to missing positive reactance at these concentrations, and L 0 is set to L 0 = 0. L 0 values depend on the applied voltage V DC but do not seem to be significantly depending on the nature of the electrolyte. Positive reactance at high frequencies has often been observed in various electrochemical systems, [21] [22] [23] [24] with its origin being often quite controversial. [25, 26] Main hypothesis on the empirical observation of such induction at high frequencies are (i) spectrometer artefacts, (ii) cable current loops, (iii) electrodes geometry and electrochemical events such as (vi) solute adsorptiondesorption dynamics. [26] From the analytical approximation of Gao and workers, [27] the inductance of the outer-ring source electrode is at maximum four orders of magnitude lower than the lowest fitted values L 0 displayed in figure 7 : the geometry of the source electrode does not seem to be the origin of the apparent inductance. The presence of an inductor in PEDOT:PSS-based OECT channels was already proposed by Tu and coworkers to explain an empirically observed self-oscillation of the device at a resonance of 10 Hz, caused by an apparent inductor of 3 H. [28] But considering the difference in frequency range and in inductance value, with respect to the different device geometry and materials, a common origin for both inductive effects appears as unlikely (we want to mention that low frequencies, inductions have also been characterized in electrochemical systems and attributed to different mechanisms, such as corrosion). [29, 30] Anyhow, the dependence of inductance on the cation concentration in our device might suggest an electronic current modulation upon device polarization due to the doping/dedoping process driven by the applied harmonic voltage as a underlying mechanism for positive reactance. As such, this positive reactance could be an inherent property of the OECT devices. The detailed analysis will be considered in another study.
[31] Figure 8 -(a) Experimental setup and (b) emphasis on the impedance of the drain contacts, considering both Warburg and capacitive charges. (c) Dependency of the fitted Aw, C 2 and R 2 values with the concentration (parameters were fitted to the data with the model in Figure 3b ).
The Third Deviation -The Slow Dynamics Contribution
We observed the Warburg coefficient to be highly depending on the applied voltage (Figure 8c ). The Warburg element almost does not express at -550 mV with respect to the case of applied -50 mV, where we observe a higher coefficient: up to two orders of magnitude for the lowest KCl (aq) concentration. At -50 mV, one can observe also a decrease of the Warburg coefficient with the bulk concentration, as predicts its analytical expression based on diffusion limitation (noticing a deviation from this law, considering slopes higher than -1 in the double logarithmic graph). [32] The Warburg coefficient does not show substantial dependency on the nature of the cation. Our motivation for choosing a Warburg element to model the non-ideal charging behavior originated from the high water permeability of this conducting polymer. It is the main feature which distinguishes OECTs from other electrolyte-gated organic field-effect transistors. For the charging properties, Rivnay and coworkers have shown by impedance spectroscopy that the total charge OECTs can store is rather function of the volume of PEDOT:PSS than its surface (with a volume capacity of 40 F·cm -3 ) implying PEDOT to be involved in the double layer formation with cations. [11] For the transport properties, Stavrinidou and coworkers experimentally characterized transient charge distribution in polarized PEDOT:PSS and modeled the time-dependent voltage-drop across the polymer by a serial distribution of two resistors. [33, 34] As a transmission line of both distributed series electrolytic resistors, with local capacitances in parallel at all levels of the polymer, the Warburg element (associated to a coefficient Aw) appears to be a constant phase element suitable, for the infinite resistive/capacitiveelements discretization for the impedance of ion transported-through/charging the PEDOT:PSS. [35] In the optimized model (Figure 3b ), the association of the Warburg in series with a capacitor translates two successive and distinctive charging modes rather than a single multi-processes charge (like in a Randle circuit for instance). Therefore, the accumulation at the interface of the electrode has been considered, as a parallel resistor capacitor circuit (R 2 and C 2 ). Considering a potential contact resistance at the metal/semiconductor interface (in practice, we observed that devices with Pt electrodes performed an order of magnitude lower than with Au), and the thickness of our PEDOT:PSS (considering ref [34] , the front of the cation charges accumulation upon device polarization shall reach the drain electrode in about 0.2 μs at V DC = -550 mV), it is legitimate to expect, in the frequency range of our measurements, some charge accumulation also at the interface of the metal with the electrolyte channels in the polymer. In the end, the impedance of the PEDOT:PSS-coated electrode resemble to the Randles circuit, at the specificity that the double-layer forms in the bulk of the polymer in series with the diffusion element, rather than on its surface in parallel of the diffusion-limited transport (Figure 8a and 8b) . Giving the swelling capability of PEDOT:PSS in water to be of 55%, [33] the model suggesting ions being able to penetrate the layer seems totally adequate.
The C 2 contribution is the major capacitive contribution in our system (being up to 3-fold higher than C 1 for the lowest concentrations). In Figure 8c , one can observe a very smooth tendency to decrease over two orders of magnitude with the concentration. Also, C 2 seems to be higher upon higher V DC polarization, but do not show any specificity on the nature of the cation. Considering our geometries, the obtained C 2 capacitances are much higher than we expected. First we noticed, considering the volume capacitance of PEDOT:PSS, [11] that the lowest values for C 2 obtained for concentrations above 0.125 M correspond to an integral charge of the whole of PEDOT:PSS volume (volume above the drain accounting for 42%, above the channel 39% and above the source 19% of this whole volume). This results are in line with other studies showing that the performances of large contacts OECTs depend rather on the whole volume of polymer than the specific volume in the channel region. [36] Within the specific frequency range for our device, this shows that the steady double layer forms on the whole PEDOT:PSS, characterized by C 2 . On the justification for the further increase of C 2 by decreasing the concentration up to 1 μF, it appears not plausible to attribute it to our microfabricated OECT device alone, giving the fact that the lowest values at high concentration correspond to the involvement of the entire PEDOT:PSS material for the double-layer capacitance. One might attribute the higher double-layer capacitance to the participation of the double-layer at the gate electrode, involved in another 1R1C component characteristic to the gate/electrolyte interface, which has not been taken into account in our optimized model, and often neglected under specific conditions: [37] The condition for neglecting the interfacial impedance of the gate with respect to the device is to have (i) a negligible charge-transfer resistance at the gate (here using Ag/AgCl as a fast redox couple at the gate) and (ii) the highest gate/PEDOT:PSS surface ratio (here using of a macroscopic gate). [37] Since by decreasing the concentration of ion, we also decrease specifically the concentration of chloride ions participating in the charge transfer of the gate (which operates under oxidation mode upon V DC polarization), the decrease of concentration also affects the expression of the double-layer gate capacitance.
The resistance R 2 is the one responsible of the electrolyte path change under low frequencies and the associated deviation D3. Its presence has therefore an impact on the whole frequency range of the impedance spectrograms. It corresponds to the only electrolytic current transport which is not originating from a serial capacitive coupling in the equivalent circuit, therefore the Faradaic conversion of an ionic current into an electronic one: it is a charge-transfer resistance. At V DC = -50 mV, its value is very high (the fittings did not converge to values lower than 10 GΩ) and the element can be neglected to simplify the model without affecting the other fitted parameters. But at V DC = -550 mV for both KCl (aq) and CaCl 2(aq) , the charge-transfer resistance R 2 tends to switch between two states: from R low = 30 kΩ at high concentration to R high = 6 MΩ at low concentration. While the nature of the reduction(s) involved in the process of R 2 has (or have) not been clearly identified yet, it is worth noticing this change between two resistive states to be abrupt (two decades in resistance for one decade in concentration) and seems to be cation dependent. From figure 8c, it appears that, when polarized at -550 mV, the reduction switch occurs on the device with ten-time fewer Ca 2+ (aq) than K + (aq) . A possible explanation could lie on a same Faradaic conversion on two different sites, either at the Pt surface or in the PEDOT:PSS, for which the preferential site is modulated by the dedoping level of the PEDOT:PSS. This charge-transfer resistance being cation specific and considering the associated redox-driven mechanism to be completely uncorrelated from the PEDOT:PSS conductivity nor the electrolyte one, perspectives to exploit this feature in OECTs as a higher-dimensional multi-parametric sensor are encouraging.
Conclusion
The model of our study definitely concludes on the multi-parametric character of the OECT as an ion sensor and the complexity of its associated impedance. We pointed out from the impedance spectroscopy of our OECT three main deviations at different electrolytic conditions which corresponds to specific limitations, allowing to locally probe the OECT at different levels to assign individual impedance contributions over the whole OECT architecture. We proposed an optimized common model for any electrolytes: gathering electronic properties of the device with non-ideal electrochemical impedances of the rich PEDOT:PSS material. From this model, we demonstrated that several discrete elements were required to model the practical frequency-dependent behavior of OECTs for various electrolytes, different in concentration and nature. Specifically, we showed from the first deviation that the gating of the polarized source induces a local ionic flow through R 1 , competitive with the gate responsible for the global ion flow through R 3 -r. Also from this local polarization, a minority geometric capacitance C 1 arises, but remains two-fold lower than the PEDOT:PSS capacitance C 2 . We also evidenced from the last deviation a diffusion-limitation modelled with a constant phase Warburg element as well as a charge-transfer resistance R 3 characterizing a non-negligible Faradaic conversion under large biases. We also observed that the positive reactance of the device can be modelled by an inductor L 0 , from which its dependence with the concentration testifies its physical origin from our electrolyte-gated device. Having pointed out further deviations to theory, increasing further the complexity of the model offers the perspective to unravel more information. Some comparisons of the fitted element values normalized with geometric specifications and literature values suggest that new elements might embed many more contributions (as for instance C 2 which might include gate capacitance contribution at low electrolyte concentrations). Our approach has been based on introducing the least flexibility to our model, but satisfying the data the most. And of course, increasing the model complexity might give a better picture of this many-interface device. In that scope, further work rather based on geometry variations can complement these, which are based on electrolyte and voltage variations. Pointing out also the necessity to extend our abilities to make analog microelectronic components to mimic the non-ideal impedance of neurons, as highlighted by Gutmann, [38] our study demonstrates that our micro-fabricated OECTs gather a broad range electronic properties, namely (i) resistive, (ii) capacitive, but also (iii) pseudo-capacitive (related to constant-phase elements) and (iv) inductive, for which the last two are not conventional in microelectronics but necessary to build biomimetic synaptic devices for neuromorphic sensing and neuromorphic computing. [38] Figure S1 -Nyquist plots for the OECT device, measured in six different cation aqueous electrolytes at the concentration 1/2 n M (n from 0 to 11) at a stress of DC level = -50 mV and amplitude 50 mV at the drain, 1 kΩ-loaded source bridged to grounded gate. Figure 3a ) and the optimized model (Figure 3b) , by integrating the resistive elements (r and R load ) of the setup environment (these elements are no variable and are not increasing the flexibility of the models).
We want to highlight that the equivalence between models displayed in Figures 3a and S4a is acceptable if r² << R 0 R 1 and 2r << R 0 +R 1 . Considering the low resistivity of the contacts compared to the resistances of OECT/electrolyte system, the transformation is legitimate within its usage for the data which were obtained in this study (applies also to Figure 3b and S4b).
